
Ydrostop Installation
The Fully Mechanical (non-electronic) Water Leak Prevention Valve

The following notes are for general guidance
When installing the Ydrostop it is important to remember that the valve relies on re-pressurisation of the downstream pipework to achieve 
automatic reset.  Repressurisation is achieved by a small flow of water [ known as the "reset flow" ] via the "O/C" needle valve fitted to the 
Ydrostop.  When the "O/C" valve is open [ "O" position ] the by-pass flow will re-pressurise the pipework.

Therefore:
All pipework downstream of the Ydrostop must be pressure tight and leak free.  All taps should be closed.
Lavatory ball-cocks should not be defective or dripping
Roof tank ball-cocks should not be defective or dripping
If any of these conditions do apply the Ydrostop may reset slowly

To ensure a rapid reset the downstream pipework should remain full of water after a timed closure.  This means that the best location for Ydrostop 
is at the lowest point of the property.

1] Selecting a location for the Ydrostop

Decide whether one or more Ydrostops will be needed to provide protection for the property.  In most domestic situations one Ydrostop will be 
sufficient but in commercial properties [including schools, hospitals, factories, apartment, etc] one Ydrostop will be required for each apartment or 
"wet zone" of the property.

Install the Ydrostop in the water supply pipework to the property

The Ydrostop should be installed at the lowest point of the property so that  all pipework carrying water to points of use is ABOVE the Ydrostop.

2] The effect of pipe size and high use / low use zone[s]

The Ydrostop is manufactured in one size only with 3/4" BSP couplings.  The Ydrostop can handle flows of up to 2800 lit/hr.  This means that the 
Ydrostop can be installed in most water supply- pipework of up to one inch nominal bore.  If the supply pipework coming into a property is above 1 
inch this may mean that water use will exceed 2800 lit/hr.

3] Installation

Install Ydrostop horizontally.  Ensure flow is in direction of the arrow.
If required additional piping may be fitted between the pre-filter and the Ydrostop valve if this makes siting and positioning easier.
Make sure that the user can easily gain access to the two adjusting screws situated on top of the Ydrostop.  The small plastic key is used to adjust 
these screws.
Provide a by-pass pipe around the Ydrostop.  This allows flow to be restored if a small persistent leak is detected by Ydrostop causing repeated 
shut off of the water.
Install isolation valves on each side of Ydrostop.
Provide an earth loop [by use of appropriate braided cable or yellow/green insulated cable].  This is advisable in all cases but is ESSENTIAL if the 
pipework downstream of Ydrostop forms part of the electricity companies earth connection for the property.
When tightening the moulded plastic couplings provided with Ydrostop DO NOT USE A WRENCH - hand tightening is adequate.





Commissioning & testing the Ydrostop
Before commissioning the Ydrostop it is important to understand a few points about the function of the unit.

The "flowmeter" in the Ydrostop comprises a small rotor which spins when water passes through it.  If air passes through the rotor it spins much 
faster than with water.  A sudden rush of air through the Ydrostop during commissioning can make the unit "think" that the flow should be stopped 
and the valve may close.  Therefore the air has to be purged from the system before commissioning can begin.

Before starting to commission the Ydrostop:

With the main stop-cock closed, close the by-pass valve and open the isolation valves.
Close all taps in the plumbing system of the property.
Adjust the "O/C" screw on the Ydrostop fully, but gently, in direction "O" Adjust the "+ / - " screw fully in direction "+"

Note that the "+ / -" screw will "click" gently when turned while the Ydrostop is pressurised by the water.  Without water pressure there no "clicks".

DO NOT FORCE THE ADJUSTING SCREWS BEYOND THEIR NORMAL TRAVEL.  The adjusting key is deliberately made of soft plastic to 
prevent over adjustment.

When first commissioning the Ydrostop IT IS ESSENTIAL to allow the pipework, pre-filter (if fitted) and Ydrostop to fill very slowly by opening the 
main stop cock very slowly.  Allow the pipe system to fill slowly.

Normally the sound of water filling the pipes can be heard. When the pipe system seems to be full, partly open a downstream tap and allow a small 
flow of water to start.

Allow all air to come out of the pipework at the open tap.   

Close the tap.

Adjust the “+/-“ screw to one click, or approx one quarter turn, from minimum [ie one click from the position]. Because water pressure is present the 
"clicks" will be felt.  At this setting the timer will permit approx. 15 minutes of flow before shutting off the water.

Check that the "O/C" valve is fully in direction "O".
Open the main stop cock fully.
Open a tap and allow water to flow normally [eg at a wash basin]
After about 15 minutes of flow the water will be shut off.
A very small residual flow - this will still come out of the tap.  This is the "reset flow"
Close the tap.

After a few seconds the Ydrostop will reset itself and flow will be restored when the tap is re-opened.  When standing near the Ydrostop a distinct
"clunk” will be heard when the Ydrostop resets itself.

If reset does not occur this means that there is a leak in the pipework system of the property [for example leaking lavatory ball-cock or other 
dripping tap] which should be investigated, or that an appliance, eg washing machine, is in use.

If required the test may be repeated with a longer time setting on the screw.  Each additional click represents about 15 minutes.

When commissioning and testing is complete adjust the + screw to 3 or 4 clicks from minimum which will permit flow as follows:

1 click - 15 minutes permitted flow

2 clicks - 30 minutes permitted flow

3 clicks - 45 minutes permitted flow and so on 
                                                
up to a maximum of 120 minutes.

Before leaving the property ensure that the owner is familiarised with the Ydrostop and that the reset function is understood.  Check that the by-
pass valve is closed and that both isolation valves are fully open.
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